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The printf function [1]

This function is designed to display a formatted string , with
values possibly inserted at specified points in the string.

printf(string, exp1, exp2, . . .);

Note:

I The values displayed can be constants, variables, or
expressions.

I There is no limit on the number of values that can be
printed by a single call of printf.

I The string may contain ordinary characters and
conversion specifications, which begin with the %
character.

The printf function [2]

C compilers aren’t required to check that the number of
conversion specifications in a format string matches the number
of output terms.

I i n t i = 10;

printf(”%d %d”, i); // WRONG

This will print value of i correctly, then print a second
(meaningless) integer value.

I i n t i = 10, i n t j = 20;

printf(”%d”, i, j); // WRONG

printf prints the value of i but doesn’t show the value of
j.

The printf function [3]

C compilers aren’t required to check that a conversion
specification is appropriate for the type of item being printed.

I i n t i = 5;

f l o a t x = 5.5f;

printf(”%f %d”, i, x); // WRONG

The program will simply produce a meaningless output.



Conversion Specifications [1]

Conversion specifications give the programmer a great deal of
control over the appearance of output.

Conversion specification can have the following forms:

I %m.pX

I %-m.pX

where m and p are integer constants and X is a letter.

Note: Both m and p are optional; if p is omitted, the period
that separates m and p is also dropped.

Conversion Specifications [2]
Minimum Field Width (m): specifies the minimum number
of characters to print.

If the value to be printed requires fewer than m characters, the
value is right justified within the field (extra spaces precede the
value).

If the value to be printed requires more than m characters, the
field width automatically expands to the necessary size.

Putting a minus (-) sign in front of m causes left
justification.

Quiz 1: Write the output of the following program segment:

i n t i = 123, j = 1234567;

printf(”%5d”, i);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%5d”, j);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%−5d”, i);

printf(” | \n”);

Conversion Specifications [3] Conversion Specifications [4]

Precision (p): The meaning of precision (p) depends on the
choice of X.

I d - displays an integer in decimal (base 10) form. p
indicates the minimum number of digits to display (extra
zeros are added to the beginning of the number if
necessary). Default - %.1d

I e - displays a floating-point in exponential format
(scientific notation). p indicates how many digits should
appear after the decimal point. If p is 0, the decimal point
is not displayed. Default - %.6f



Conversion Specifications [5]

Quiz 2: Write the output of the following program segment.

i n t i = 123, j = 1234567;

f l o a t x = 5.2356f;

printf(”X = d\n”);
printf(”%.1d”, i);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.1d”, j); // Default

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.5d”, i);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.5d”, j);

printf(” | \n\n”);

printf(”X = e\n”);
printf(”%.0e”, x);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.2e”, x);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.6e”, x); // Default

printf(” | \n\n”);

Conversion Specifications [6]

Conversion Specifications [7]

Precision (p): (Cont.)

I f - displays a floating-point number in “fixed decimal”
format, without an exponent. p has the same meaning as
for the e specifier.

I g - Displays a floating-point number in either
exponential format or fixed decimal format,
depending on the number’s size. p indicates the maximum
number of significant digits (not digits after the decimal
point) to be displayed. Unlike the f conversion, the g

conversion won’t show trailing zeros. Furthermore, if the
value to be printed has no digits after the decimal point, g
doesn’t display the decimal point.

Conversion Specifications [8]

Quiz 3: Write the output of the following program segment.

i n t i = 123, j = 1234567;

f l o a t x = 5.2356f;

printf(”X = f \n”);
printf(”%.0 f ”, x);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.2 f ”, x);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.6 f ”, x); // Default

printf(” | \n\n”);

printf(”X = g\n”);
printf(”%g”, x);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.2g”, x);

printf(” | \n”);
printf(”%.3g”, x);

printf(” | \n”);



Conversion Specifications [9] Escape Sequences
Some characters

I cannot directly entered into a program from the keyboard
or

I cannot be directly written in a program statement.

E.g. We cannot display backslash (\), the single quotation
mark (’) and double quotation mark (”).

Some escape sequence characters

I \a - alert (bell)

I \n - new line

I \b - backspace

I \t - tab

I \\ - backslash

I \’ - single quotation

I \” - double quotation

Example - Escape Sequences

A string may contain any number of escape sequence characters.

The following printf statement prints a two line heading:

printf(”Item\ tUnit \ tPurchase \n\ tP r i c e \ tDate\n”);

Output:

Item Unit Purchase
Price Date

The following printf statement prints the message “Hello!”.

printf(”\” He l lo !\” ”);

The scanf Function [1]

Just as printf function, scanf reads input according to a
particular format.

E.g.

i n t i, j;

f l o a t x, y;

scanf(”%d%d%f%f ”, &i, &j, &x, &y);

A scanf format string may contain

I ordinary characters

I conversion specifications

Note:
The programmer must check that the number of conversion
specifications matches the number of input variable and each
conversion is appropriate for the corresponding variable.



The scanf Function [2]

Caution:
Forgetting to put the & symbol in front of a variable in a call
scanf will have - unpredictable and possibly disastrous -
results.

I A program may crash.

I The value read from the input won’t store in the variable -
instead, the variable retains the old value (initial value or
meaningless value).

I Some compilers can detect this error and produce a
warning message.

The scanf Function [3]

Like printf function, scanf is controlled by the format string

I scanf begins processing from the start of the input string.

I For each conversion specification in the format string,
scanf tries to locate an item of the appropriate type in the
input data.

I Skips all white space characters (the space, tabs, new-line
character).

I scanf stops reading if it encounters a character that can’t
be included to the current reading item.

Recognizing an Integer

When asked to read an integer

(i) scanf() first searches for a digit, a plus sign or a minus
sign.

(ii) Then it read digits until it reads a non-digit.

(iii) Stores the integer in the respective variable and put back
the non-digit for the next reading.

Recognizing a Floating-point Number

When asked to read a floating-point number, scanf looks for

(i) a plus or minus sign (optional), followed by

(ii) a series of digits (possibly containing a decimal point),
followed by

(iii) an exponent (optional). An exponent consists of the letter
e (or E), an optional sign, and one or more digits.



The scanf Function [4]

Quiz 4: Write the output of the program segment given below
for the following inputs:

(i) 5 21

(ii) 5.5 21.3

(iii) 55.3

(iv) 5|2.3

(v) 6.5 4e3

(vi) 6 5e-3

i n t i;

f l o a t x;

printf(”Please input an i n t e g e r ( i ) and a f l o a t i n g−point
number (x ) : ”);
scanf (”%d%f ”, &i, &x);

printf(” i = %d , x = %f ”, i, x);

White-space Characters in Format Strings

The format string can contain ordinary characters in addition
to conversion specifications.

scanf processes ordinary characters depends on white-space
character or not.

White-space characters. When it encounters one or more
white-space characters in a format string, scanf repeatedly
reads white-space characters from the input until it reaches a
non-white-space character (which is “put back”).

The number of white-space characters in the format string is
irrelevant.

A white-space character in a format string matches any number
of white-space characters in the input, including none.

Other Characters in Format Strings

When it encounters a non-white-space character in a format
string. scanf compares it with the next input character.

If the two characters match, scanf discards the input character
and continues processing the format string.

If the characters don’t match, scanf puts the offending
character back into the input, then aborts without further
processing the format string or reading characters from the
input.

Quiz:

Quiz 5: Write the output of the following program segment
given below for the following inputs:

(i) 5/ 96

(ii) 5 / 96

i n t i, j;

scanf(”%d|%d”, i, j);

printf (” i = %d , j = %d”, i, j);


